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So what are territorial brands? 

Brands
names, symbols, logos or other marks that identifies
products from specific suppliers and permits consumers 
to distinguish them from competitors’

Linked to a territory

That should:
- be known by consumers (brand awareness)
- mean something to consumers (brand image)
- stimulate purchase
- justify a higher price



Territorial brands are collective brands

individual 
brands

collective
brands



Different typologies of collective brands linked to territory
(a.k.a. place brands, local brands, regional brands, etc.)

City brands
- emphasis on attracting investments/firms and 

inhabitants (creative workers, students, etc.)

Destination brands
- Enphasis on destination image and attracting tourists

Geographical indications
- Focus on a specific product (e.g., Champagne, 

Camembert de Normandie), normally agrifood
- Terroir, reputation, product specification

Territorial brands
- Focus on local products from different supply chains
- Can include non-food and services (restaurants, 

hotels, etc.)
- Can be linked to quality certification schemes



Territorial brands are much less known than geographical indications



Different geographical scales

National, regional, local

Area often delimitated by administrative borders (e.g., 
Cantons, Lands, Departments, Regions, Provinces, 
Municipalities, etc.)

Too large vs too small?

Top-down vs bottom up processes

Smaller territorial
brand within a larger
administrative area
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Territorial brands as platforms for a green, climate resilient, 
carbon neutral and resource sensitive Alpine Region

Territorial brands are not
«just marketing» 

They can establish ‘rules of the game’ 
that favor biodiversity, climate resiliency, 
transition to a circular economy, and 
resource sensitivity. 

Natural Parcs, UNESCO Biospheres, and 
other organizations are establishing
inspiring practices in this respect.



Territorial brands as platforms for a green, climate resilient, 
carbon neutral and resource sensitive Alpine Region

Marque «Esprit Parc National» (France)
https://www.espritparcnational.com/sites/default/files/r
eglements/20191122ruclaitproduitslaitiers.pdf



Territorial brands as platforms for a green, climate resilient, 
carbon neutral and resource sensitive Alpine Region

Marco di Qualità del Parco del Gran Paradiso
http://www.pngp.it/sites/default/files/documenti/Proget
ti/marchio/disciplinari/agroalimentare_-_caseario.pdf



Enjoy the workshop 


